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2 sessions Wednesday January 6

9.15 -11.00 Quantitative empirical methods

• Controlled experiments

• Surveys 

11.00-12.00 Break

12.00- 13.45 Qualitative empirical methods

• Case studier

• Action Research

• Observation

Homework

• Your own Master thesis & research design



Why Research Methods?
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Research Methodology

• The methodology is the general research 

strategy that outlines the way in which 

research is to be undertaken and, among 

other things, identifies the methods to be 

used in it. 

• These methods, described in the 

methodology, define the means or modes of 

data collection or, sometimes, how a specific 

result is to be calculated.

Howell, K. E. (2013) Introduction to the Philosophy of Methodology. London: Sage Publications



Research method

The research method: A strategy of enquiry

A way of finding empirical data about the world

Each research method build on a set of

underlying philosphical assumptions, the

choice of method influence the way

researchers collect the data. Specific research

methods imply different set of skills and 

practices. 



Philosophical Paradigms

• Paradigms are philosophical assumptions 

about the world

– Positivist research 

– Interpretive research 

• These have different epistemologies: 

– what is considered to be knowledge? 

– How do I know the world?



Positivist Paradigm Interpretivist Paradigm

Basic beliefs - The world is external 

and objective

- Observer is 

independent

- Science is value free

- The world is socially   

constructed and subjective

- Observer is part of what 

observed

- Science is driven by 

human interest

Researcher should - Focus on facts

- Look for causalities and 

fundamental laws

- Reduce phenomena to 

simples elements

- Formulate hypothesis 

and then test them

- Focus on meanings

- Try to understand what is 

happening

- Look at the totality of each 

situation

- Develop ideas from 

induction of data

Preferred methods 

include

- Operationalising 

concepts so that they 

can be measured 

- Large samples

- Using multiple methods to 

establish different views of 

phenomena

- Small samples investigated 

in depth over time



Deductive reasoning

• The researcher starts top

down

• Starts with a theory or 

some hypothesisshe

wants to test

• Confirmatory

Inductive reasoning

• The researcher starts 

bottom up

• Starts with empirical data 

from whish she wants to 

build a theory

• Explanatory



Theories and Reality: 

Induction and deduction

Computers and Social Change:

Information, Property, and Power 

Judith A. Perrolle



Qualitative research:        

A focus on text

• Action research

• Case study research

• Etnography

• Grounded Theory

• Discurse analysis

• Narrative and metaphor

Quantitative research:     

A focus on numbers

• Surveys

• Laboratory / field

experiments

• Simulations

• Mathematical modeling

• Structured equation

modeling

• Statistical analysis

• Econometrics



Case study

Empirical studies that:

• Investigating a contemporary phenomenon in 

detail

• within a real life context

• when the boundaries between the

phenomenon and context is not clearly

evident

• in which multiple sources of evidence are

used (Yin 1989:23)

They can be used in three modes: Explanatory, 

descriptive and exploratory



• Case study research uses empirical evidence

from one or more organizations where an 

attempt is made to study the subject matter 

in context, Multiple sources of evidence are

used, although most of the evidence comes

from interviews and documents. 

Michal Myers 2009



Action research

• Action research aims to solve current

practical problems while expanding scientific

knowledge

• The action researcher is concerned to create

organizational change and simultaneously to 

study the process.

• The researcher enters a real-world situation

and aims both to improve it and to acquire

knowledge



The Action Research Cycle



Experimental strategies

• Laboratory experiment

– Manipulating variables

– Unnatural setting

• Field experimental simulation

– Manipulation of variables

– More natural setting

Control



Experimental Research

• Goal

– Identify causal relationships

– Formulate good explanations

– Eliminate bad explanations

• Strategy

– Try out a possible causal factor while keeping

other possible causal factors constant
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When the organization is your laboratory

Braa, K. and Vidgen, K. (1999) “Interpretation, intervention, and reduction in the organizational laboratory:

a framework for in-context information system research”



Field  research methods

Braa, K. and Vidgen, K. (1999) “Interpretation, intervention, and reduction in the organizational laboratory:

a framework for in-context information system research”



Surveys:

Garbage in garbage out



Mixed Methods
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Choosing a method…

Step Alternative choices

1. Start with a real-

world problem

From own experience

From IFI project, media, work…

2. Get an overview of 

previous research

Identify research area

Review literature, positioning

3. Formulate a 

research question

What is…? Why are…?

How can…?

4. Choose a main 

approach

Investigation, Intervention

Construction, experiments

5. Choose a method Investigation: Hypothesis testing, Case study.. 

Intervention: Action Research, PD…

Construction: Software Enginering, Design…



MASTERS THESES

Work at 3 levels

1. Writing: 

Reading and critical thinking

2. Planning:

What needs to be done, when, where & how

3. Action:

Design systems; participant observation in 

an organisation; test systems with users, 

structured interviews; developing software; 

prototyping; questionnaires; experments



Master theses – ”standard” design (1)

1. Introduction

”Motivation”, overview and the specific Research questions, or objectives

2. Theory – literature review
Summary and analysis of literature you use. Must be relevant for theses & use

3. Method

How to carry out the research project, and specifying specific methodologies, 

such as structured interviews, questionnaires, prototyping, testing, etc.

4. Empirical part – data I have generated and collected

Presenting the full Masters research project– all your data and results 

!!! Relate it to the method chapter !!

5. Discussion

Discuss your results in relation to the literature you have used and in order to 

address your research questions

6. Conclusion

Must relate directly to research questions and objectives in the introduction and 

your contributions



THE PROBLEM OF STARTING

• Select problem area

• Narrow it down

• Develop research questions – specific issues 

to investigate

• Select research methodology – approaches 

and techniques

• Start (continue!) literature studies - reading

– Read what others are writing - have discovered - are 

writing - have as particular opinions and hypotheses

– Research is much about reflecting about what others 

have done



2 sessions Wednesday January 6

9.15 -11.00 Quantitative empirical methods

• Controlled experiments

• Surveys 

11.00-12.00 Break

12.00- 13.45 Qualitative empirical methods

• Case studier

• Action Research

• Observation

Homework

• Your own Master thesis & research design



RESEARCH PROCESS (2)

5. What are the results?? What have I ’discovered’ or found 

out? 

- What are the (’journalistic’) points?

-- do I have key findings I can tell my friends, parents, 

grand parents??

IMPORTANT: 

---- work on your ’points’, findings, results 

– sometimes difficult to see when you are in the middle of it 

– difficult to see the forest when only among trees!)

6. How to tell others? How to write it up?

- Write the theses !!!
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Research design

Is about organizing research activity

- including the collection of data 

- in ways that are most likely to achieve the

research aim.



Key choises of research design

• Researcher is independent vs Researcher is involved

• Large samples vs Small numbers

• Testing theories vs Generating thories

• Experiemental design vs Fieldwork methods



Research Design

• Input: Research Question, Theory, Epistemological lens 

• Process steps

1. Identify key concepts

2. Choose and justify method

3. Choose unit of analyis and level of investigation

4. Connect research interest and problem solving

interest

5. Construct instruments 

6. (Create high-level plan for intervention)

7. Validate against research question

• Output: Research Design (Investigative lens)

37



The role of the research questions

• They organize the project and give it 

direction and coherence

• They delimit the project, showing its

boundaries

• They keep the researcher focused

• They provide a framework when you write up 

your research

• They point to the methods and data that will

be needed



Research question

• Researchable 

– investigated scientifically and answered 

empirically

• Not too wide ranging: 

– to say a lot about a little, rather than a little baout

a lot 

• Research that matters

• Open questions that open up the subject 

matter



• Theoretical contributions

1. To advance existing knowledge by incremental

adding to a theory or extending a theory

2. Producing something novel or original, such as 

providing alternative explanation or 

understanding of a phenomenon



Approaches to collect data

• Primary collection

– Which you directly collect from the “field”

– Example: through interviews of managers responsible 

for data use

• Secondary collection

– You use data collected by someone else for another 

purpose in a different setting time and space setting

– Example: reading government policy document on 

“Implementing health data standards”



Types of data you collect

• Qualitative

– Interviews-> Text, pictures, impressions of 

meetings etc

– Understanding trends

• Quantitative

– Numbers, frequencies of occurrence etc

– Reveal trends



Techniques to collect data

• Qualitative
– Interviews, group discussions, observations, 

impressions/feedback from meetings, training 
sessions, prototyping presentations

– Taking photographs

– Content analysis of text (like policy documents)

• Quantitative
– Surveys, questionnaires

– Server logs

– Financial/infrastructure figures etc



Quantitative data from the DHIS2

Health (service) data Logging system use

But why is it so?



Where do you collect data from?

• Understanding your “field” based on your 

research question, your unit of analysis, and 

the phenomenon you are studying

• Field can consist of people, events, activities 

– all defined within a certain time and place


